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The ancient port of Sumhuram is situated about 35 km east of the modern
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The settlement was built on a rocky outcrop dominating the Khor Rori lagoon,
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Throughout its long history, Sumhuram was involved in an international
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This book is a comprehensive study of the imported and local pottery of
Sumhuram.
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F igure 1 - The port of Sumhuram and the main sites involved in the Indian Ocean trade.

about chronology).

m ethod
Collection and selection of the material
ing, the potsherds were counted and divided according to three macro-categories (kitchen, table and storage vessels)
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or handles re-used as domestic tools) and they will be discussed apart, in chapter 5.
3. the type

4. the subtype
distinctive groups inside the pottery assemblages.

5. the variant

cooking pot with pointed rim and grooves at the shoulder:
i

1

1

1

a

FunctionAl cAtegory

Form

type

subtype

vAriAnt

cooking vessel

pot

pot with carinated/globular shape,
short neck, out-turned rim

pointed rim

grooves at the shoulder

c ontents

And

c oAtings
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(type iii.1.2.1),
however, more rarely, bitumen appears also in some amphorae13
turned rim (type iii.1.4).14
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F igure 2 - Sherds with bitumen. a, b: SUM04B US29, 63, bitumen coating on top of rim and in the interior; c: SUM04B US152, 17,
bitumen coating on the interior and drops on the exterior.

Periplus 49).15
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F igure 3 - Potsherds with purple-dye from US491.
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chemical results have been presented at the 40th ‘international Symposium on Archaeometry’ (Los Angeles, May 19-23, 2014).
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s eAling p rocedures
storage containers.18
19

stoppers covered by wax, plaster or pitch.
20

F igures 4 - 5 - SUM08B US162, 49, rim with gypsum traces. Lump of bitumen with plano-convex section.
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the script in tamil Brahmi – nantai kiirna
container.
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but
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the impressions have probably been done with a bronze seal32 when the clay was still wet and could be
33
where they probably allude to the trader.

F igures 6 - 7 - SUM06A US144, 15, seal impression; SUM10A US404, 3, seal impression.

c hronology
34

3rd century Bc and the 5th century AD.
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See infra
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, possibly an
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(AvAnzini 2015).
For the sealing procedure in southern Arabia see costA 1991.
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buFFA And sedov 2008; sedov 2008a, 2008b, 2008d.
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st

century AD to the 3rd

rd

35

show a clear situation, above all in relation to the most ancient occupational phases.
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st
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1. notes on the wares discovered in Khor rori

have been however recognized at Sumhuram and they will be described, by their macroscopic characteristics, in the
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